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Welcome to the world of special products that Revella has prepared for you.
The furniture of our home, where we live peacefully is never just lifeless items
They are family members who has been "living" with us and sharing a whole life.
There is an absolute relationship between the place where people live and the way they make 
sense of the world.

We as Revella, with all the values of life offers us, our aim to bring facilities and comfort into 
your room for you to make your sleep, the most comfortable hours of your day.
We include our new designs in different models and variety colors with their unique colors and 
patterns in our product portfolio, and we offer Revella's special products that will create a style, 
to our valued customers' taste.

If you are ready to embark on a decoration journey where warm colors that reflect your soul and 
relax your body are blended with special fabrics and quality; We invite you to our showrooms to 
see the products you have examined in our catalog closely and to try the Revella comfort.
Choose the right one for Revella bed bases and beds,witness quality sleep which improve your 
quality of life.

Experience and Art
We redefine comfort and happiness with new technologies in our products,

Which we produce diligently, patiently and always with the desire to do the best, by imagining the smile on your face.



Natural
OCEAN



OCEAN

Base headboard

Steel construction that does 
not rust and corrode

Sliding mechanism made of 
inner base chipboard that 
prevents making noise and 
increases durability



It is a completely natural material 
produced from a resin obtained from a 
type of rubber tree. Providing  air 
circulation as well as temperature in the 
bed and provides a healthy sleep 
environment with its balance.
In addition, through the pin holes created 
on it, Latex provides a 5-zone spring 
effect and increases the effect of existing 
springs.

LATEX

AIRCORE

Cotton, one of the most easily processed 
fibers, is among the most preferred filling 
and fabrics. It preserves  their naturalness 
and softness without being exposed to, 
too much chemical treatment during the 
weaving process. Cotton, a durable 
material,which is very soft. Cotton's 
absorption of air adds insulation to the 
fabric.

COTTON

ARCORE is designed by intertwining 
specially developed polyethylene material 
and ARCORE PE 100% fiber using 3D 
Loop Technology.
the unique Easy Shaping and Restoring 
technology and Body Pressure 
Distribution technologies created by this 
technology whereby, you will rest very 
comfortably every day.



BED SIZES
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160 cm

MICRO

POCKET 

SPRING

DOUBLE

CORE

4000

COUNT SPRING

DOUBLE DECKED

POCKET SPRING

AIRCORE

ORTHOPEDIC

36

HEIGHT

4 SEASONS

USE

LATEX 32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

KNITTED FABRIC COTTON KAPOK

POCKET SPRING

SYSTEM

HARDNESS

55

HYPER SENSITIVE POCKET-SPRING TABLET SPRING

OCEAN

Combined with Hyper Sensitive 
Package-Spring and natural 
Latex, which is strengthened 
with Micro Spring. With its 
cotton and kapok content, even 
in sweltering weather you will 
experience the comfort of 
natural coolness.

The 4000 Count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body 
folds with its high fat density. 

Tablet Pocket-Spring system is  
the latest spring systemwhich is 
developed. Tablet springs that 
are like honeycombs in a hive; It 
forms the center of the bed with 
the connection and support 
layer between each other. It is 
the smallest and shortest spring 
system in the world that 
increases the comfort of the 

MATTRESS



With its unique design, the headboard creates a perfect aesthetic
integrity with its full-edged base.Health

KING MASTER



KING MASTER

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable wooden legs 
that allow easy floor cleaning.

Sliding mechanism made of inner 
base chipboard that prevents 
making noise and increases 
durability.

Steel construction interior parts 
that do not rust and corrode.



100% natural, biodegradable and 
repeatable, wool provides excellent 
insulation against hot and cold, as well as 
regulating the content of moisture in the 
air, providing a sound sleep for the user. 
Wool products that are highly resistant to 
dirt and stains are also easy to clean.

· Wool has the feature of absorbing 33 
percent of its own dry weight without 
feeling wet.

LAMB WOOL



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

BASE AND HEAD SIZES
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160 cm

5 cm

MICRO

POCKET 

SPRING

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

3000

COUNT SPRING

DOUBLE DECKED

SPRING SYSTEM

1000 COUNT

EXTRA THICK

PAD

ORTHOPEDIC

40

HEIGHT

HARDNESS

50

LATEX COTTON KAPOK KNITTED FABRIC 32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USELATEX HYPER SENSITIVE POCKET-SPRING

In the pad containing 3000 
Count Pocket-Spring, 5cm 
Micro KING MASTER 
mattress, which is reinforced 
with a pad containing Pocket-
Spring and natural Latex, is an 
indispensable product for 
healthy sleep with its all-
natural fillers as well as 
magnificent comfort. It helps 
to shorten the time to fall 
asleep and increase your sleep 
quality with the magnetic field 
created by the natural knitted 
fabric. In this way,It 
contributes to your energetic 
start. 

KING MASTER
It is a completely natural material 
produced from a resin obtained 
from a type of rubber tree. It 
provides a healthy sleep 
environment by providing air 
circulation and balancing the 
temperature in the bed. In addition, 
though the pin holes created on it, 
Latex provides a 5-zone spring 
effect and increases the effect of 
existing springs.

The 3000 Count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body folds 
with its high fat density. 

MATTRESS



Confort With its magnificent design and the skill of handwork, SPECIAL MOD is the
indispensable choice of those who put elegance above all else.

SPECIAL MOD



SPECIAL MOD

Quilted wooden plinth cap 
covered with spruce wood. 

High and durable decorative 
wooden legs that make floor 
cleaning easy.

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. 
Sliding mesanism in the inner 
particleboard, which increases 
durability and prevents noise.

BASE HEADBOARD



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

190 cm
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13 cm

DOUBLE

CORE

2000

COUNT SPRING

ORTHOPEDIC

33

HEIGHTHARDNESS

45

LATEX COTTON KAPOK

KNITTED FABRIC32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USE

The 2000 Count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body 
folds with its high fat density. 

HYPER SENSITIVE POCKET-SPRING

It is a completely natural material 
produced from a resin obtained 
from a type of rubber tree. It 
provides a healthy sleep 
environment by providing air 
circulation and balancing the 
temperature in the bed. In addition, 
thanks to the pin holes created on 
it, Latex provides a 5-zone spring 
effect and increases the effect of 
existing springs.

LATEX

SPECIAL MOD

The power of Hyper Sensitive 
2000 count Pocket-Spring 
technology combines with the 
comfort of natural Latex. It 
brings you healthy and quality 
sleep with its natural texture that 
prevents allergy and bacteria 
formation and Nano-
Technological fabric with 
increased air permeability.

MATTRESS



SERENE

With its unique design, the headboard creates a perfect aesthetic
integrity with its full-edged base.



New Collection

SERENE

High and durable wooden legs 
that allow easy floor cleaning.

Sliding mechanism made of inner 
base chipboard that prevents 
making noise and increases 
durability.

Steel construction interior parts 
that do not rust and corrode.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

32

HEIGHTHARDNESS

60

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

MICRO

POCKET 

SPRING

4000

COUNT SPRING

DOUBLE DECKED

POCKET SPRING

SYSTEM

ORTHOPEDIC LIMB

WOOL

COTTON CAMEL

WOOL

KNITTED FABRIC

175 cm
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SERENE
In the Micro Pocket-Spring 
system, the movements of the 
pairs do not affect each other 
because the springs move 
independently. It is one of the 
most comfortable bed systems.

MICRO POCKET SPRING

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGE

With 4000 count Pocket-Spring 
technology, your mattress fits you, 
not your mattress. It provides you 
comfortable sleep with its plush 
fabric with soft touch that does not 
sweat and Hyper sponge.

MATTRESS



SIGNATURE set, where nobility and functionality come together,
It creates aesthetic and comfortable spaces with its innovative design.Dignity

SIGNATURE



SIGNATURE

BASE HEADBOARD

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.
High and durable decorative 
plastic feet for easy floor cleaning.
Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

200 cm

180 cm
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10 cm

30

HEIGHTHARDNESS

55

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

1000

COUNT SPRING

ORTHOPEDIC COTTONDOUBLE

CORE

PLUSH

FABRIC

The 1000 Count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body folds 
with its high fat density. 

HYPER SENSITIVE POCKET SPRING

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides a 
soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a soft 
texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGE

REVELLA / NEW COLLECTİON

SIGNATURE

With 1000 count Pocket-Spring 
technology, your mattress fits you, 
not your mattress. It provides you 
comfortable sleep with its plush 
fabric with soft touch that does not 
sweat and Hyper sponge.

MATTRESS



Resistant DUKE set, which adds aesthetic value to your bedroom with its new designed 
stylish headboard, adds comfort to your sleep with its durable and ergonomic bed.

DUKE



DUKE

BASE HEADBOARD

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.
Breathable linen fabric.

Anti-moisture and odor ventilation 
capsules.

Sliding mesanism in the inner 
particleboard, which increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

175 cm
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10 cm

25

HEIGHTHARDNESS

60

ORTHOPEDIC BONEL SPRING

 2.38 MM.

28 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

REVELLA / NEW COLLECTİON

DUKE Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides a 
soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a soft 
texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGE

With the Bonel Spring System, which 
is formed by mechanically 
connecting the spring windings to 
each other with metal wires, no 
more worrying about "Bed 
collapsed!". ith the extra number of 
springs, it reduces the pressure by 
spreading the body weight over the 
whole bed surface and thus 
improves the sleep quality. This 
robust and durable system extends 
the life of the product too.

BONEL SPRING SYSTEM

Duke offers the solution to back 
pain. Revella, which offers innovative 
technologies with the principle of 
healthy and high quality sleep, 
preserves Duke quality and form for 
years. With its durable structure, 
Duke, which has a full orthopedic 
structure, provides equal comfort on 
all four sides of the bed with its edge 
support wedges and supports the 
back and waist in the most accurate 
way. With its durable structure, 
DUKE preserves its quality and form 
for years.

MATTRESS



Stability The STELLA set, which is a modern adaptation of classical lines, 
changes the atmosphere of the bedrooms with its splendor while falling 
in love with the people of the modern age who seek elegance in details.

STELLA



STELLA

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable wooden legs 
covered with fabric. 
Aesthetic and easy-to-grip fabric 
grip handles.

4 cm deep pool system that 
prevents the mattress from 
slipping.

Base box with bed width usage 
area.

Sliding mesanism in the inner 
particleboard, which increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

210 cm
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194 cm

HARDNESS

50

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

PAD EXTRA

THICKNESS

ORTHOPEDIC

31

HEIGHT COTTON

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

KNITTED FABRIC

Combining high quality materials 
with durable springs that support 
the spine from every point in a 
horizontal position, STELLA 
mattress adds aesthetic value to 
your bedroom with its stylish 
design and terry knitted fabric. Its 
natural fibers with moisture 
balancing feature adjust body 
temperature and prevent you 
from sweating.

HYPER SPONGE

The 1000 count Pocket-Spring 
system gives a sensitive and 
orthopedic response to the 
body folds with its developed 
high spring density. 

POCKET SPRING

Combining high quality 
materials with durable springs 
that support the spine from 
every point in a horizontal 
position, STELLA mattress 
adds aesthetic value to your 
bedroom with its stylish design 
and terry knitted fabric. Its 
natural fibers with moisture 
balancing feature adjust body 
temperature and prevent you 
from sweating.

STELLA

MATTRESS



WRINKLE

Designed with modern lines, it turns your bedroom into a unique world.



WRINKLE

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable wooden legs 
covered with fabric. Aesthetic and 
easy-to-grip fabric grip handles. 

4 cm deep pool system that 
prevents the mattress from 
slipping.

Base box with bed width usage 
area.

Sliding mesanism in the inner 
particleboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



New Collection

It is a natural cellulosic fiber obtained 
from eucalyptus tree. Tenseş, which 
has a breathable structure due to its 
natural nature, keeps it cool with its 
moisture-free structure and helps 
prevent sweating problems. It 
naturally inhibits the growth of 
bacteria. Products made of Tencel 
fiber offer a unique comfort with its 
soft like silk, cool like linen and 
durable like polyester.

TENCEL FIBER

DOUBLE LAYER POCKET SPRING

With double spring system in total
2000 count With the extra number 
of springs, it reduces the pressure by 
spreading the body weight over the 
whole bed surface and thus 
increases the sleep quality. This 
robust and durable system extends 
the life of the product.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

210 cm
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10 cm

194 cm

HARDNESS

50

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

ORTHOPEDIC

35

HEIGHTCOTTON 3000

COUNT SPRING

DOUBLE DECKED

POCKET SPRING

SYSTEM

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

4 SEASONS

USE

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

KNITTED FABRICTENCEL

FIBER

In the Micro Pocket-Spring 
system, the movements of the 
pairs do not affect each other 
because the springs move 
independently. It is one of the 
most comfortable bed systems.

MICRO POCKET SPRING

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGERELAX WELL

The RELAX WELL mattress, 
supported by double-layer 
Pocket-Spring system, creates a 
unique sleep environment with 
the magnificent comfort of 2000 
count springs with the breathing 
and moisture absorption 
properties of the natural Tencel 
fiber it contains.

MATTRESS



SWİSS

With its magnificent design and the skill of handwork, SWİSS set is 
the indispensable choice of those who put elegance above all else.



SWİSS

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable chrome plastic 
feet for easy floor cleaning. 

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. 

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

HARDNESS

55

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

ORTHOPEDIC

36

HEIGHT

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

2000

COUNT SPRING

EXTRA THICK

PAD

LATEX COTTONLIMB

WOOL

PLUSH

FABRIC

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

In the Micro Pocket-Spring 
system, the movements of the 
pairs do not affect each other 
because the springs move 
independently. It is one of the 
most comfortable bed systems.

MICRO POCKET SPRING

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling. 

HYPER SPONGESWİSS

The SWISS mattress, supported 
with double-layer Pocket-Spring 
system, creates a unique sleeping 
environment with the 
magnificent comfort of 2000 
count springs with the breathing 
and moisture absorption 
properties of the natural Tencel 
fiber it contains.
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180 cm
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0
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194 cm

MATTRESS



With its simple and stylish design, FORM set offers an attractive option for 
those who want to carry the minimal style to their bedroom.

FORM



FORM

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. Steel 
construction internal parts that 
do not rust and corrode. 
For the safety of you and your 
children, shock absorbers and 
switches are reinforced with 
safety locks.
 Moisture and anti-odor 
ventilation capsules. 
BASE HEAD Sliding mechanism in 
the floor inner chipboard that 
increases durability and prevents 
noise.

BASE HEADBOARD



HYPER SENSITIVE POCKET-SPRING

The 2000 Count Pocket-Spring system 
provides a sensitive and orthopedic touch 
to the body folds with its high fat density. 
Pocket-Spring has the feature of 
preventing the formation of medical 
wounds in patients who are constantly 
hospitalized.

Cotton, one of the most easily processed 
fibers, is among the most preferred filling 
and fabrics. It preserves their naturalness 
and softness without being exposed to 
too much chemical treatment during the 
weaving process. Cotton, a durable 
material, is very soft. Cotton's absorption 
of air gives the fabric an insulation feature.

COTTON

KAPOK

Kapok Tree; It grows in regions 
dominated by tropical climate such as 
India and Africa. Kapok, whose branches 
are covered with thorns, can survive for 
300 years and can grow up to 70 meters, 
was therefore used as a border tree. 
Kapok is a soft fiber obtained naturally 
from the Kapok wood. The fiber 
provides good air insulation due to the 
holes in its structure.
It reduces the discomfort caused by 
sweating and the moisture in the bed. It 
is 100% herbal. It is the lightest natural 
fiber.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

167cm
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m

10 cm

HARDNESS

45

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

ORTHOPEDIC

28

HEIGHT

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

1000

COUNT SPRING

COTTON

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

KAPOK

The 1000-count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body 
curves with its high spring 
density. 

POCKET-SPRING

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SÜNGERSILENT NIGHT

Combining the power of 1000 
count Pocket-Spring system with 
the comfort of Bio-Cotton fabric 
and natural kapok fiber, SILENT 
NIGHT Mattress adds pleasure 
to your sleep.

MATTRESS



NEW FORM

With its simple and stylish design, NEW FORM set offers 
an attractive option for those who want to carry the minimal style to their bedroom.



NEW FORM

High and aesthetic and easy-to-
grip fabric covered metal grip 
handles that make your floor 
cleaning easy. For the safety of 
you and your children, shock 
absorbers and switches are r 
Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise. 
einforced with safety locks.

BED HEADBOARD



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

167cm

1
3
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m

3
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m

10 cm

HARDNESS

50

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

ORTHOPEDIC

32

HEIGHT

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

1000

COUNT SPRING

COTTON

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

KAPOK

DOUBLE 

DIRECTIONAL

USE

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGEFORM

The FORM mattress, whose 
comfort is increased with the 
softness of the Hyper foam, 
supports your waist, back, neck 
and knee areas with the 1000 
count Pocket-Spring system and 
protects your body's natural 
spine curve. With the FORM 
mattress with double-sided 
usage option, you wake up in the 
mornings with your comfortable 
and peaceful sleep.

The 1000-count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body 
curves with its high spring 
density. 

POCKET SPRING

MATTRESS



MIRACE

A special desined with modern lines,
For those who can not give up the traditional bed frame.



MIRACE

BASE HEADBOARD

Side-opening base that can be 
adjusted in any direction during 
installation. 

Easy and convenient storage feature 
through to the side opening base. 
Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

High and durable plastic feet. 
Sliding mechanism in the floor inner 
chipboard that increases durability 
and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

160cm
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10 cm

160 cm

HARDNESS

55

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

ORTHOPEDIC

28

HEIGHT 32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

COTTON

4 SEASONS

USE

KAPOK PLUSH

FABRIC

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGE
MIRACE

The combination of the comfort 
of the non-sweating soft touch 
Plush fabric and the Hyper 
Sponge and the power of the 
Bonel Spring system opens the 
doors of a comfortable sleep for 
you.

BONEL SPRING SYSTEM

No more worry about "Mattress 
Collapsed" with Bonel Spring 
System, which is formed by 
mechanically connecting the 
spring coils to each other with 
metal wires! With the extra 
number of springs, it reduces the 
pressure by spreading the body 
weight over the whole bed 
surface and thus increases the 
sleep quality. This robust and 
durable system extends the life of 
the product.

MATTRESS



POINT

While changing the shape of your bedroom with the aesthetically
designed POINT set, you will increase the quality of your sleep with its comfortable bed.



POINT

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable plastic feet that 
make it easy to clean the surface.

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. 

Moisture and anti-odor ventilation 
capsules. 

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES

90x190 100x200 120x200 140x190 150x200

160x200 180x200 200x200

160cm

1
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10 cm

160 cm

HARDNESS

55

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

ORTHOPEDIC

26

HEIGHT

4 SEASONS

USE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

DOUBLE

CORE

1000

COUNT SPRING

COTTON 28 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

KNITTED FABRIC

Hyper sponge is a very soft and 
flexible special sponge. It provides 
a soft touch when the body is in 
contact with the mattress. Hyper 
sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGEPOINT

Through the Pocket-Spring 
system that moves 
independently from each other, 
you will not be affected by the 
movements of your partner in 
the bed while you are in deep 
sleep.

The 1000-count Pocket-Spring 
system provides a sensitive and 
orthopedic touch to the body 
curves with its high spring 
density. 

POCKET SPRING

MATTRESS



OPTIMAL

With its aesthetic design and modern lines,
the OPTIMAL base headboard changes the ambiance of your bedroom.



OPTIMAL

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable plastic feet that 
make it easy to clean the surface.

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. Anti-
moisture and odor ventilation 
capsules.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.
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HARDNESS

65

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

ORTHOPEDIC

25

HEIGHT 28 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

BONEL

SPRING 2.38 MM.

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

Viscose fabric, which has similar 
properties with cotton, is 
obtained from beech wood. 
Since there is no chemical 
change in cellulose during its 
production, it preserves its 
naturalness. With its 
breathability and high moisture 
absorption, the viscose fabric, 
which does not sweat, has a 
double stretch compared to 
cotton.

VISCOSE FABRIC

OPTIMAL

With the power of the Bonel 
spring system, the perfect 
harmony of the special 
embossed and soft touch Viscose 
fabric, which does not sweat, 
opens the doors of a 
comfortable sleep for you.

With the Bonel Spring System, which 
is formed by mechanically 
connecting the spring coils to each 
other with metal wires, no more 
worry about "Mattress Collapsed!" 
With the extra number of springs, it 
reduces the pressure by spreading 
the body weight over the whole bed 
surface and thus increases the sleep 
quality. This is solid and durable 
system extends the life of the 

BONEL SPRING SYSTEM

MATTRESS



W

The 'W' set, which is a modern adaptation of geometric patterns,
adds elegance to your bedroom with its splendor.



W 

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable wooden legs 
covered with fabric. Aesthetic and 
easy-to-grip fabric grip handles. 

4 cm deep pool system that 
prevents the mattress from 
slipping. 

Base box with bed width usage 
area. Sliding mechanism in the 
floor inner chipboard that 
increases durability and prevents 
noise.



VESA

The 'W' set, which is a modern adaptation of geometric patterns,
adds elegance to your bedroom with its splendor.



VESA

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable wooden legs 
covered with fabric. Aesthetic and 
easy-to-grip fabric grip handles. 

Base box with bed width usage 
area. Sliding mechanism in the 
floor inner chipboard that 
increases durability and prevents 
noise.



The RELAX WELL base headboard brings the sparkle of elegance 
to your bedroom with its shiny woven fabric and metallic legs.

RELAX WELL



RELAX WELL

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable chrome-plated 
plastic legs for easy floor cleaning. 

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



CHESTER

The Chester base headboard brings the sparkle of elegance 
to your bedroom with its shiny woven fabric and metallic legs.



CHESTER 

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable fabric wood feet 
for easy floor cleaning. 

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric  
grip handles.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



CLOUD

CLOUD base headboard, which is a modern adaptation of geometric patterns, 
adds elegance to your bedroom with its splendor.



CLOUD

High and durable plastic feet that 
make it easy to clean the surface. 
Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

Moisture and anti-odor ventilation 
capsules

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.

BASE HEADBOARD



MILKWAY



MILKWAY

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable fabric wood feet 
for easy floor cleaning. 

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



MAJESTI

Combining nobility and functionality, MAJESTI bed base creates
aesthetic and comfortable spaces with its innovative design.



MAJESTI

BAZA BAŞLIK

High and durable chrome-plated 
plastic legs for easy floor cleaning.
 
Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



RELAX WELL XL

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



RELAX WELL XL



CHESTER XL

Words are not enough to describe it ...



CHESTER XL



VERONA



Offering you a choice with its double-sided ease of use, GRAY STONE adds
 health to your sleep with its natural woven fabric with high air permeability.

GREY STONE



GREY STONE

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable fabric wood feet 
that make it easy to clean the 
surface.
 
Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles.

Moisture and anti-odor ventilation 
capsules.

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise.



BED SIZES
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HARDNESS

70

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 

SPONGE

ORTHOPEDIC

25

HEIGHT 28 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

BONEL

SPRING 2.38 MM.

KNITTED FABRIC

4 SEASONS

USE

DOUBLE 

DIRECTIONAL

USE

Offering innovative technologies with 
the principle of healthy and high 
quality sleep, Revella offers solutions 
for back and back pain with Gray 
Stone. Full Orthopedic Gray Stone 
supports the back and waist in the 
most accurate way by providing 
equal comfort with its edge support 
springs. With its durable structure, 
Gray Stone preserves its quality and 
form for years.

HARD SURFACE FOR WAIST AND BACK PAIN

With the Bonel Spring System, which 
is formed by mechanically 
connecting the spring coils to each 
other with metal wires, no more 
worry about "Mattress Collapsed!" 
With the extra number of springs, it 
reduces the pressure by spreading 
the body weight over the whole bed 
surface and thus increases the sleep 
quality.This robust and durable 
system extends the life of the 
product.

BONEL SPRING SYSTEM

GREY STONE

Its hard floor, idealized by 
increasing comfort with 
cotton and Hyper Sponge, 
improves your sleep quality 
by regulating your blood 
circulation. GRAY STONE, 
which improves your sleep 
quality with its full orthopedic 
mattress, adds value to your 
bedroom with its stylishly 
designed base.

MATTRESS



LOVE

The LOVE set offers simplicity and elegance together with its design,
it will add an aesthetic touch to your room.



LOVE

Aesthetic and easy to grip fabric 
covered metal grip handles. 

Steel construction internal parts 
that do not rust and corrode.

For the safety of you and your 
children, shock absorbers and 
switches are reinforced with 
safety locks.

Moisture and anti-odor ventilation 
capsules.

BASE HEADBOARD



BED SIZES
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HARDNESS

50

32 DENSITY

EDGE SUPPORT 
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ORTHOPEDIC
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HEIGHT

KNITTED FABRIC 4 SEASONS

USE

DOUBLE

DIRECTIONAL

USE

POCKET SPRING 

SYSTEM

1000

COUNT SPRING

DOUBLE

CORE

COTTON

32 DENSITY

COMFORT SPONGE

HYPER sponge is a very soft and flexible special sponge. 
It provides a soft touch when the body is in contact 
with the mattress. Hyper sponge used in quilting gives a 
soft texture feeling.

HYPER SPONGE

- It is 100% natural and environmentally friendly.
- It has high air permeability through to its natural pores.
- It has a cooling effect.
- It does not allow bacteria and parasite growth and does 
not cause odor.

ADVANTAGES OF LINEN FABRIC

Love Mattress, which is 
strengthened with Pocket 
Spring knitting and Hyper 
Sponge filling, improves sleep 
quality with its high air 
permeability and cooling 
effect provided by 100% 
natural Linen fabric, and 
offers double-sided use 
options with two different 
surface hardnesses.

LOVE The 1000 count Pocket-
Spring system gives a 
sensitive and orthopedic 
response to the body folds 
with its developed high 
spring density. 

POCKET SPRING

MATTRESS



BALLOON

You will add joy to your room with BALLOON base headboard with its different design.



BALLOON

BASE HEADBOARD

High and durable plastic feet that 
make it easy to clean the surface. 

Sliding mechanism in the floor 
inner chipboard that increases 
durability and prevents noise. 

Internal parts with steel 
construction that do not rust and 
corrode.



LUNA

You will add style to your room with LUNA base headboard with its different design.



RABBIT



MAJESTI JR



CAT

With its figured design, CAT bed headboard will be the cutest member of children's rooms.



BEAR



CAR



FULL SİZE 1

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



FULL SİZE 2

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



FULL SİZE 3

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



FULL SİZE 4

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



FULL SİZE 5

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



FULL SİZE 6

It will add a modern atmosphere to the bedroom with its geometric patterned design.



sleep & beyond
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